Automatic speaker verification (ASV) is the process to recognize persons using voice as biometric. The ASV systems show considerable recognition performance with sufficient amount of speech from matched condition. One of the crucial challenges of ASV technology is to improve recognition performance with speech segments of short duration. In short duration condition, the model parameters are not properly estimated due to inadequate speech information, and this results poor recognition accuracy even with the state-of-the-art i-vector based ASV system. We hypothesize that considering the estimation quality during recognition process would help to improve the ASV performance. This can be incorporated as a quality measure during fusion of ASV systems. This paper investigates a new quality measure for i-vector representation of speech utterances computed directly from Baum-Welch statistics. The proposed metric is subsequently used as quality measure during fusion of ASV systems. In experiments with the NIST SRE 2008 corpus, We have shown that inclusion of proposed quality metric exhibits considerable improvement in speaker verification performance. The results also indicate the potentiality of the proposed method in real-world scenario with short test utterances.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic speaker verification (ASV) is a biometric recognition system where the voice is used as the trait [1] , [2] . ASV is a convenient and non-invasive technology that can potentially be applied to various important applications, covering access of control, authentication of secure transactions over a telephone connection and forensic identification of suspects using voice samples [1] , [3] . Contrasting to other biometrics, speaker recognition is a non-obtrusive technology and does not involve special purpose acquisition hardware other than a microphone. Even though speaker recognition research has been ongoing for more than four decades, the state-of-the-art speaker recognition systems still have several limitations [3] , [4] , [5] .
Although state-of-the-art i-vector based ASV systems exhibit satisfactory performance with adequate speech data, but practically, the performance of such systems decline with limited duration data [6] , [3] , [4] . ASV system, in realworld applications requires satisfactory performance with short duration speech which remains as an opportunity to explore further. The work in [7] attempted to model the duration variability in short duration as noise and also compensated with synthetically generated supporting i-vectors for speaker modeling. The work in [8] proposed to estimate the variability originated due to shorter utterances in i-vector space. The ASV systems suffers from the duration variability due to mismatch in train-test segments.
In the modern i-vector based ASV systems, Baum-Welch (BW) statistics are indispensable intermediate parameters, which totally represent the extracted speech-features. The quality of estimation of BW statistics is degraded in short duration, which introduces sparsity due to insufficient data. The sparsity arises due to shortage of speech data as it fails to update most of the Gaussian components in BW statistics [9] , [10] . The present de-facto ASV systems do not include the information regarding the quality of speaker model estimation. We consider BW statistics not only as the intermediate parameters for speaker model estimation, but also as a source to determine quality of speaker model estimation.
In this work, we introduce a metric to measure the quality of intermediate ASV system parameters. This work contributes to incorporate the information regarding quality of the speaker model estimation for the first time in ASV to the best of our knowledge. the proposed metric is estimated directly from the GMM-UBM is considerably relevant for short duration condition [4] . The observation inspire us to fuse classifiers. Additionally, the proposed similarity metric is incorporated in fusion stage as quality information of speech to compensate the short duration effect. Incorporation of quality measures not only showed considerable improvement in performance in various duration conditions. The proposed systems showed more improvement for practical requirement i.e., in short duration cases.
In the rest of the paper, theoretical aspects of widely used ivector and GMM-UBM based ASV techniques are illustrated in Section II. An analysis on intermediate parameters is presented in section III. Subsequently, Section IV and V discuss the proposed quality aided fusion based system and experimental results. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. ASV SYSTEMS Here, we discuss two popularly implemented ASV techniques, namely GMM-UBM [2] and i-vector representation of speech utterance [11] . Fig. 1 shows i-vector based the ASV system and Fig. 2 represents the GMM-UBM system.
A. GMM-UBM system
In GMM-UBM approach, initially, a GMM is estimated with a large volume of voice from a large number of speakers who may not participate in the verification process [2] . The estimated background model is termed as universal background model (UBM), written as λ UBM = {w i ,μ i ,Σ i ; i = 1, 2, . . . , K}. Here, K represents the number of Gaussian components in the mixture, w i stands for the prior weights of the i-th Gaussian mixture components, µ i represents the mean and Σ i represents the co-variance matrix. The parameter w i meets the condition
The S speakers' GMM models are mathematically represented as {λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ S }. We estimate the enrollment speaker model by adapting of the UBM model parameters using maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) technique [2] . Initially, sufficient statistics N i (zero order), E i (1st order) and F i (2nd order) from a enrollment speaker's utterance with C active frames X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x C }, are computed as,
Here the distribution of probability of Gaussian mixture components P r(i|x t ) for given speech segments with C frames
where all probability density is a K-dimensional Gaussian variable of the form
Conventionally, only the mean parameters of speaker's GMM model are adapted to estimate the enrollment models. It makes the speaker model estimation process computationally efficient [2] . During evaluation, the log-likelihood ratio of verification feature vectors are computed, X test = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x C } against both target-speaker model and the background model as,
Finally, a threshold (θ) is adjusted to determine whether the claimed identity will be accepted or rejected. If Λ GMM−UBM (X) ≥ θ, the claim is accepted, otherwise rejected.
B. i-vector Extraction
The i-vectors transform the GMM supervector into a lower dimensional subspace [11] . The adapted GMM supervector of i − th speaker, m i , is transformed as,
here Φ is a matrix of lower-rank, denoting the channel and speaker independent subspace, y is i-vector,m represents the channel and speaker independent supervector (m). Initially, Φ is estimated with large volume of voice utterances collected from various persons [11] . Subsequently the corresponding ivectors are calculated with the 1 st order and zeroth order BW statistics E i and N i , respectively. Initially, sufficient statistics N i (zero order), E i (1 st order) and F i (2 nd order) from a speaker's voice segment, consisting of C active frames X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x C }, are computed as,
here the distribution of probability of Gaussian components P r(i|x t ) conditioned on given voice segment with C speech frames X train = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x C } is given by
where each component density is a d-variate Gaussian function of the form as shown in Eq. 4. We consider the prior distribution of i-vectors p(y) is normally distributed as N (0, I).
The corresponding posterior distribution of p(E|y), is assumed as p(E|y) = N (Φy, N −1 Σ). The intermediate parameter N is computed as a diagonal matrix having N i as its diagonal elements [11] . The MAP estimate of (y|E) is computed as
The expectation of (y|E) is termed as the i-vector of a given voice segment X [11] . The verification scores in i-vector GPLDA framework, is calculated as the likelihood ratio [12] . For a verification trial, the projected verification and enrollment i-vectors z test and z target respectively are used to estimate the likelihood ratio Λ GPLDA (z target , z test ) as, III. ANALYSIS OF AND CHARACTERISTICS OF BW STATISTICS BW statistics represent the overall extracted information from the speech and are transformed into i-vectors using the pre-estimated universal background model (UBM) [11] , [2] .
Since BW statistics is an indispensable intermediate step in ASV, we investigate its characteristics in short duration. The zeroth order BW statistics (N i ) is estimated as, N i = C t=1 P r(i|x t ) , where, a speech segment with C frames is represented as X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x K }, and P r() is the prior probability of i-th Gaussian component. Summing over all Gaussian mixture components K we obtain,
The equation indicates that N i is dependent on segment duration, i.e, C. Normalizing N i with number of frames (C) we getÑ
and C i=1Ñ i = 1 hence it has the same property as weights of the GMM UBM i.e., C i=1 w i = 1 . Now,Ñ i can be regarded as the mixture weight indicator of the Gaussian components i for a particular speech segment s. It is a standard statistical hypothesis that intermediate BW statistics can be estimated more efficiently with sufficient volume speech corpus, which is likely to include all possible kinds of variability proportionately. Hence, we expect that large number of speech frames (C) in the speech segment would be advantageous for improvement of quality ofÑ i . However, the intermediate statistics may be expected to be updated more sparsely due to reduced speech data or degraded quality of speech. On this core note, the characteristics ofÑ i are investigated.
Here we present analysis on NBS and its characteristics for different duration conditions, to observe the impact of duration. We considered the recordings from telephonic conversations in NIST SRE 2008 (short2) corpus. Truncated voice segments (40, 10, 2 sec) are considered for the analytical experiments. For truncation of the long segments, the initial speech frame is selected randomly and required number of successive active frames are pruned. Similarly, 1000 truncated utterances are generated for the duration conditions, under consideration.
We apply the principal component analysis (PCA) on the feature matrix. Subsequently, we show the major two projected components. In Fig.3 , the projected components of different truncated segments of 2 Sec, 10 Sec and 40 Sec are shown. We estimate the matrix for PCA projection from the generated 1000 truncated segments. We observe that the NBS show greater variability in limited duration. Higher variability in NBS for limited duration, deteriorates the quality in i-vector model. The change in variability of BW statistics with duration of the speech segments indicate that BW statistics is associated with duration or estimation quality. Fig. 4 (a) and (b) represents the mean and standard deviation of NBS (Ñ i ) respectively, for three duration conditions (2 sec, 10 sec and full length). The means of NBS (Ñ i ) are calculated using 1270 male speakers from NIST 2008 telephone corpus. The weights of GMM-UBM of corresponding mixture components (w i ) are presented simultaneously in Fig. 4 (a) . The short segments in Fig. 4 (b) showed greater standard deviation referring greater variability introduced in NBS (Ñ i ). We observe gradual increment in variability when the length of speech segments are shortened. As the variability in NBS is affected by duration, we hypothesize that the information of duration variability can be estimated from NBS and also can be treated as the source of the information about the quality of speakermodel estimation. It is observed in Fig. 4 (a) that the means of N for different duration condition follows the value of UBM weight of corresponding Gaussian mixture component (w i ). We also observe that the means of different duration condition for a particular Gaussian component remains nearly equal. This is observed in almost all Gaussian components shown in Fig. 4 (a) . These observations on means ofÑ distribution and weights of corresponding Gaussian mixture component inspired us to use GMM-UBM weights (w i ) as reference to measure the variability inÑ .
IV. PROPOSED QUALITY MEASURE AND ASV SYSTEM FUSION
The observations in previous section demonstrate that the sparsity in BW statistics is associated with duration of speech and quality of speaker model estimation. The sparsity iñ N increases in short duration, indicating lower quality of estimation. From the observations in Section III, we consider that the BW statistics not only as intermediate parameters but also the source of estimating the quality of speaker model estimation. Here, we propose to quantify the dissimilarity between normalized zeroth order BW statisticsÑ i and prior of corresponding Gaussian component of UBM model w i . We further use it as a quality metric. Subsequently, it is incorporated as supporting information in proposed ASV system. The mathematical expressions to model the quality Q of a segment s is given by The proposed quality metric attempts to measure dissimilarity ofÑ i from the weights of UBM (w i ) which is treated as reference.
ASV systems based on fusion approach have found wide applications [13] , [14] . Though i-vector [11] , [8] and GMM-UBM [2] based ASV systems have different modeling approaches, they exhibit similar performance in short utterance cases [4] . Here, we exploit the information captured simultaneously by GMM-UBM and modern i-vector GPLDA using linear fusion and subsequently incorporate the quality metric Q as additional information. The fusion parameters are trained using logistic regression objective using the BOSARIS toolkit [15] . We confine our work to score level fusion with fusion function f which combines two base classifier score Λ UBM and Λ i−vector into a single match score Λ = {Λ UBM , Λ i−vector } . The decision is made by a predefined score threshold θ. The trained linear fusion classifier is of the form
The fusion function, incorporating quality measure Q is represented by:
A speaker is accepted if and only if f Q,α,β,θ (Λ) ≥ 0. When for a quality fusion classifier f Q (Λ) with parameters (α, β, θ), the development data D and an empirical cost function C((α, β, θ), D) are given, the optimal fusion device is ob- tained by (α dev , β dev , θ dev ) = argmin α,β,θĈ ((α, β, θ), D).
Here, the decision cost function is adopted as
where P tar is the prior probability of an original speaker, C miss is the cost of a miss and C f a is the cost of false alarm. A diagrammatic representation of the proposed fusion based approach to include the quality metrics in presented in Fig. 5 .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here, Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) appending delta (∆) and double-delta (∆∆) coefficients are used for experiments [16] . The non-speech frames are discarded by an spectrum energy-based detector (SAD) and finally, cepstral mean and variance normalization (CMVN) is applied as feature normalization [17] , [18] . A gender-specific UBM (male) is used. We conducted the experiments on NIST speaker recognition evaluation (SRE) corpus 2008. We consid-ered short2-short3 task 1 on telephone-telephone part of male speakers. The details of NIST SE 2008 are given in Table I . Channel compensation for i-vectors are done using Gaussian probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (GPLDA) [12] , [6] , [4] . A brief synopsis of the development parameters used in the experiments are outlined in Table I . To generate short utterances, we truncate the long speech utterances in 2 sec (200 active frames), 5 sec (500 active frames), 10 sec (1000 active frames) duration removing prior 500 active speech frames to avoid phonetic similarity in initial greetings to avoid textdependence [9] , [19] .
Quality measures of speech signals are used to support the fusion based ASV system. Performance measures of GMM-UBM, i-vector and fusion, using quality measures are depicted separately in Table II and Table III . Separate experiments are conducted with long enrollment data (III) and also short enrollment data (II). A total of six different duration conditions are used for experiments as shown in Table II and III. The results are shown in both equal error rate (EER) and minimum detection cost function (minDCF) [6] . Incorporation of quality metric exhibited considerably high relative improvement over state-of-the-art, in conditions like full-2 sec, full-5 sec, 5 sec-5 sec, 2 sec-2 sec etc. These conditions are more close to desirable real-time requirements of ASV systems which encourages to find implementations of proposed system. Consistent improvement of accuracy of the ASV system in various duration established relevance of the proposed quality measures based on intermediate statistics. The system is more suitable when the duration of speech utterances are limited, especially when it is trained with long enrollment data and tested with very short duration of speech.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work investigates a new metric for measuring the quality of the i-vector estimation process. The metric is formulated using the Baum-Welch statistics and UBM parameters. The proposed metric helps to improve the ASV performance when incorporated as a side information during system combinations. The relative improvement is considerably more when tested with short test data. This quality metric requires no additional parameters to be estimated. In our current work, we have proposed a simple scheme where the absolute differences of BW statistics and UBM parameters are used for measuring the quality. Further investigation can be conducted by adopting other dissimilarity metrics with a goal to find the optimum one. Other possible future directions include evaluating the performance in noisy conditions, compatibility test of the proposed approach with other features such as deep neural network based bottleneck features, etc.
